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Boxes

By Elizabeth Edwards

We present our facades to the world,

Barriers that keep us at arm's length from one another

And that hide the boxes 

   where we pack away our realities:

shards of failures and fears, 

fragments of insecurities and inadequacies, 

scraps of fragile hopes and broken dreams,

All painstakingly ordered and sanitized 

To avoid being honest with the world

Or with ourselves. 

Our masks of polite words, 

Carefully manicured lawns, and 

Even more carefully curated social media posts

Hide the selves we deny,

The selves we loathe,

The selves we fear.



We can manage all the pieces for a while,

Keeping them organized and guarded, 

Balancing each package in its safe and comfortable place,

Until one too many disappointments or heartbreaks or mistakes

            Tips

        The

    Balance

And our boxes all

    Come

        Crashing 

            Down.

It is then we have a choice:

Sit in despair,

Surrounded by our own brokenness,

Until we pile it all back into the proper container

To erect our precarious wall once more . . . 

Or let God help us pick up the pieces,

And with the skill of an Artist and

Tenderness of a Parent, 

Shape our broken pieces

Into a breathtaking mosaic of grace. 

2 Corinthians 4:5-12

For we do not proclaim ourselves; we proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord and

ourselves as your slaves for Jesus’ sake. For it is the God who said, “Let light

shine out of darkness,” who has shone in our hearts to give the light of the

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. 

But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be made clear that this

extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come from us. We are

afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not driven to despair;

persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed; always carrying

in the body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be made visible

in our bodies. For while we live, we are always being given up to death for

Jesus’ sake, so that the life of Jesus may be made visible in our mortal flesh.

So death is at work in us, but life in you. 



Blessing

May this eternal truth be always on our hearts:

That the God who breathed this world into being,

Placed stars into the heavens,

And designed a butterfly's wing

Is the God who entrusted his son

to the care of ordinary people,

and became vulnerable that we might know

how strong is the wonder of Love,

A mystery so deep it is impossible to grasp,

A mystery so beautiful it is impossible to ignore.

By John Birch


